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CSI Honduras chose K2B Tools
to develop a solution for an
insurance company in a fast and
cost-effective way
Consultores en Sistemas de Información (CSI) is a Honduran Software House that chose K2B Tools to
develop a collection module for Seguros Atlántida, a Honduran insurance company. The objective they
had set was to create a solution capable of managing premiums receivable, making portfolio analysis,
and issuing reports to be submitted to state authorities.
CSI chose K2B Tools to develop this project because it allowed them to create the solution in less time
and at a lower cost, and also because it included K2BAudit, an extension that makes it possible to audit
a KB’s tables and record the operations that users perform on those tables.
The development agility provided by K2B Tools and its Auditing feature have had great impact on CSI,
as explained by the company’s director, Arnoldo Lezama: “In the first place, K2B Tools met an essential
requirement of this project through the Auditing pattern. Also, it assisted us in developing the web interface
and enabled us to export to Excel, manage tables, integrate various GeneXus objects and define user actions
and, finally, it complemented our management of security in the generated objects.”
The Honduran company’s operations have changed dramatically since they started using K2B Tools,
because it enables them to reduce development times, as well as the number of developers involved
in a project. Mr. Lezama noted the importance of K2B Tools when it comes to complying with market
requirements and facing competition. “In view of the increasing number of clients who require solutions
developed faster and at lower costs, we’re certain that a software development company can only remain
relevant by using Solutions such as K2B Tools”.
In addition, Mr. Lezama highlighted the work carried out by the K2B Tools team: “The technical support
service was excellent; the team responded quickly and enabled us to finish the project on time”. K2B’s agility
for solution development and its auditing feature have marked the turning point for CSI. In this regard,
Mr. Lezama added “we definitely can’t imagine undertaking a new development project without the features
offered by K2B Tools.”
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